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The CRF Newsletter is a quarterly publication of the Cave
Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of Kentucky for the purpose of
furthering research, conservation, and education about caves
and karst.
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CRF Fundraiser
Dear CRF Members,
In less than 400 days, cavers and cave scientists from around the globe will be meeting at
Schreiner University in Kerrville, Texas, for the
15th International Congress of Speleology. The
Congress, hosted in 2009 by the National Speleological Society, is a quadrennial event that
brings the world's speleologists together for a
week of symposia, excursions, social events,
and many other artistic, recreational, and technologic activities. Pre- and post- Congress excursions will traverse the continent, visiting
karst regions from the Tongass to the Yucatan
and beyond. The goals and aims of the Union
Internationale de SpeIeologie(UIS) encourage
interaction between speleologists of all nations
and backgrounds, so as to further the study of
all aspects of speleology. As a national organization, CRF has pursued that same path, building connections between cavers, scientists, and
our nation's karst resource managers.
As with any international scientific conference, there are many people working diligently,
even today, to ensure that next year's event
goes smoothly. And this event does not run on
labor alone . There are significant financial outlays involved in such an effort.
The ICS2009 ,c-ommittee· has offered sponsorship opportunities for allied groups and organizations. Seeing the opportunity to support the
ICS2009 effort, the CRF board has authorized a
donation of $1000 to be made to the ICS2009
committee . The $1000 is to be raised through
individual donations by CRF members. If you
would like to assist with this effort, please send
your donation to:
CRF Treasurer
Bob Hoke, 6304 Kaybro Street
Laurel, MD 20707
t
Please identify the donation as being for
"ICS2009". To learn more about the 15th Congress, please visit www.ics2009.us
Thank you!
John Lovaas

Cover Photo
In several places in the Red Ice Room of Crystal
Ice Cave, bizarre crystal ice stalactites have
formed. Made up of stacks of hexagonal ice
crystals of US quarter dollar coin-size, some of
these forms are straight (right center), but others have irregular curves (left center). We still
do not know how these formed . 1988 photo by
Bruce Rogers.
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR
CRF ANNUAL MEETING AND BANQUET
DATE:

November 1, 2008

LOCATION: Living Desert State Park, Carlsbad, New Mexico
www.americansouthwest.netlnew_mexico/living_desertlstate-park.html
Located 2 miles northwest of Carlsbad, this beautiful facility showcases the uniqueness of the Chihuahuan Desert.
Walking the nature trail , you can view the many variations of cacti , yucca, Mexican wolves, elk, mountain lions, javelinas
and antelope. There is also a walk-through aviary.

TIME: 5:00 TO 6:30 p.m., Meet, Greet and Enjoy the Exhibits both inside and out.
6:30 TO 7:00 p.m., Annual Meeting Agenda to be announced but will include opening
remarks from our President, other distinguished guests, reports and presentations
7:00 to 9:00

Banquet - inside facility

Other activities for Saturday: see Carlsbad Caverns National Park and other caves
Sunday Activities: Guided tours to areas of Carlsbad Caverns. Specifics to be announced.
LODGING:
White's City, Best Western: 1-800-228-3767 (call for best rates)
Caverns National Park, 23 miles out of town

Close to the Entrance of Carlsbad

Stevens Inn -1-800-730-2851 - CRF rate of $69. pIn for up to 4 people in room.
breakfast. Has a restaurant and lounge. Located in Carlsbad.

Includes continental

Holiday Inn Express -1-800-469-4329 $129 pIn for up to 4..people, Cont. Breakfast, no restaurant
Comfort Inn - 1-800-228-5150
CAMPING:
White's City RV Park located close to entrance of Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Carlsbad KOA - 800-562-9109
AIR TRAVEL:
Into Carlsbad - 888-564-6119 - www.pacificwings.com/nma
Dallas to Roswell - American Eagle www.aa.com
Other options are to fly into Midland/Odessa, Lubbock or EI Paso. Often Southwest Airlines has the best
rates. www.southwestairlines.com
Other numbers: Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce 866-822-9226 or www.carlsbadchamber.com
See www.cave-research.org for registration or email
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Letter to the Editor: White Nose Syndrome
By: Roger Shamel
.. . So, to make a long story short, I've hung
up my kneepads, but, as a chemist, have retained my interest in most things scietific. Last
year , after some close analysis of the global
warming issue, I founded the nonprofit Global
Warming Education Network, to spread awareness , and encourage action regarding this
topic . Several recent articles about white nose
syndrome caught my eye, got me thinking, then
led to my attending a talk at Harvard last
week. The speaker was Tom French of the Massachusetts Division of Wildlife and Fisheries . He described his research, and that of others, such as Al Hicks, in New York and elsewhere, noting the fact that the affected bats
were emaciated, emerging early, dying, etc . It
looks a lot like a disease, but no one really
knows for sure what is happening. Global
warming had been considered a factor, but he
noted that bats further south (where it would be
even warmer) were not impacted as much as
those in New York . (Details may be found at
http: // www .celsias.com/2 0 0 8/ 03 12 9 Itroub le- inthe-bat-cave/.)
My own theory, based on my desk research,
is that climate change is indeed the root cause,
but not for the reason that Mr. French mentioned . Instead , I believe the cause is a disruption of the bats' feeding cycle prior to hiberna-

tion. This feeding cycle disruption is, in turn,
due to the disruption of the life cycle of the insects that the bats feed upon. It is this insect
life-cycle shift that causes the bats to be underweight at the beginning of hibernation. This , in
turn , leads to a weakening of the bats' immune
systems , and it is this factor that leads to the
opportunistic infection by the white fungus,
causing white nose syndrome. (When I suggested this idea following French's talk , he
found it plausible .) Needless to say, the way to
check this theory in the field would be to carry
out a study of relevant bat-preferred insect
counts and bat weights prior to hibernation in
various locations . (It's worth noting that this
indirect impact of climate change, if proven, is
different from, but related to, the heat-caused
death of bats reported in Australia.)
Please let me know if you have any questions or comments . These bat deaths may prove
to be analogous to "the canary in the coal
mine," as a further warning to us humans that
we should take climate change more seriously. It is a very real, and urgent threat to the
sustainability of our own fragile future. (More
information at www.gwt!net.org.)
Best regards,
Roger Shamel

CRF National Expedition and Meeting, October 25 - November 2, 2008
Join the CRF officers and local cavers for a
great week of caving, meetings, and activities in
Carlsbad New Mexico this fall.
The next CRF National Expedition will be a
five-day intensive re-survey of Slaughter Canyon Cave inside Carlsbad Caverns National
Park . Up to 18 cavers may join in the effort to
map this very beautiful cave that is approximately a mile long . Pat Kambesis is coordinating the s urvey project (Thank You Pat!) , which
will run from October 26 through 30. There
may be additional survey work in Carlsbad Caverns itself this week in the evenings. If we have
high demand, other caving objectives (probably
on BLM la nd) will be added to the expedition.
Those working in the park will stay in the park
at the CRF huts during the week . If we have
more people than the huts can accommodate
there are hotel rooms and camping available at
ne a rby White's City , ju s t outside the park .
Th e re will not be a food plan for this expedition , but there are two fully-stocked kitchens
av a ilable in the huts and so cavers should come
prepared to cook .

Friday, October 31, 2008 will be the annual
CRF Board of Directors Meeting.
Saturday, November 1, 2008 will be the
annual members meeting . Both meetings will
likely be held within the city of Carlsbad, 20
miles north of the park . CRF Southwest Operations Manager Barbe Barker will be coordinating these events and is looking into some very
nice venues. (Thank you Barbe!) Barbe is at
Note: All sketchers who work in the park
must be park-approved in advance. If you plan
to participate and are a sketcher please supply
Pat Kambesis with copies of good quality survey sketches that you made to forward to the
park. Pat is at
. The park
requires sketching to scale and detailed cover
pages, and a north arrow, scale bar, sequential
numbering, date, and the sketcher's initials on
e v ery page .
Other activities are being planned for the
week, so set aside the dates now! For more information and to sign up contact Joel Despain at
or 559-565-3717.
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Sampling the Mysterious Hidden Spring - May 30-June 1, 2008
By: John Tinsley, Michael Cooper, Mark Conover, Thomas Mathey, and Anne Rosinski
With historical observations from Steve and Barbara Ruble and Bill Frantz
Introduction and Background: The weekend
following Memorial Day, 2008, was selected for
a push into Sequoia National Park's backishfront country in order to sample Hidden Spring,
to learn if the aquifer feeding the spring is a
karst aquifer or not. If so, it could be the largest
remaining "unknown" karst area in SEKI. Of the
8 or 9 CRF folks who had expressed interest in
the trip, 5 participated, the others were forced
to decline owing to conflicting schedules.
Curiosity regarding Hidden Spring has a 14year history among CRF-SFBC personnel. Bill
Frantz , Barb and Ste ve Ruble, Derek Hoyle ,
Richard Fellows , Regan Berry and Steve Micola
trekked to Hidden Spring in the fall of 1994 .
Their lengthy one-day trip successfully procured a liter of water for analysis. However, at
the (non-governmental) lab, chaos ensued and
the sample was not analyzed and has since disappeared . The 1994 hikers reported that the 5 .3
mile trail to Hidden Spring from Dorst Campground had not been maintained beyond the
John Muir Sequoia Grove by NPS trail crews for
a number of years. The hikers encountered
downed trees to cross or to end-run , and places ,
where the trail were sketchy to non-existent. So
the 2008 hikers were forewarned; only an additional decade of natural degradation and several
major storms had elapsed between the two trips.
[Lest this article be misconstrued as being
critical of NPS trail maintenance practice, let's
put this issue into perspective. The trails in
question, among ma ny others in the Parks , were
established in the 1930s , to judge from what
appears to be CCC-grade masonry along various
reaches of the trail. These trails were established not primarily for hikers, but mainly to
provide access to various areas of the Parks for
horseback-mounted fire-fighting and tourism,
my spies tell me . With decreasing numbers of
horseback-mounted recreation-seekers during
the past few decades, and with the evolution of
firefighting to include use of smokejumpers,
helicopters , and borate bombers, the original
horse trails have not been maintained. Also , it
is safe to presume that for the Dorst-to-HiddenSpring sector , 95% of today's tourist foottraffic goes no further than Muir Grove, and
95% of the maintenance costs would be incurred
along the more remote parts of the trails beyond
the Muir Grove . This benefit-to-cost imbalance
is a no-brainer for the administrator charged
with maintaining trails in the face of diminishing budgets!]

The 2008 Trip: The 2008 Hidden Spring venture commenced when one of us (Tinsley) submitted a proposal to the NPS research office to
place Hidden Spring in a chemical and isotopic
geochemical context. It was quickly approved.
Thanks are due all who helped it negotiate the
NPS approval channels, and especially to Joel
Despain!
The habitual enthusiasm of the CRF contin gent of the SFBC showed as a phalanx of curious and able hikers expressed immediate interest ; a date of May 16-18 was put on the SFBC
and CRF calendars. Schedules , of course , are
made to be changed and when 3 of 5 hikers developed work-related conflicts, the trip was
moved to the May 31-June 1 weekend . Meanwhile, negotiations with NPS for keys and permits to access the still-closed Dorst campground, the locating of bear-proof food containers, the researching of the route using historical
topographic and trail maps and Google Earth,
integrating the recollections of the 1999 group's
collective memory , and procuring sampling and
test equipment occupied the principal investigator and other trip members prior to the trip . The
Fearless Five (The Fool ish Five?) met up at
Dorst Campground on Friday night.
Not knowing the condition of the trail, but
anticipating the likely challenge , we planned to
hike to the spring on Saturday , overnight near
the spring Saturday night , and then return to
Dorst on Sunday . This concept revealed itself to
be a stroke of near-genius when, after Muir
Grove, there seemed to be a large downed tree
to climb over or around about every 50 yards
along forested sections of the route . Moreover ,
within the Sequoia groves proper, the trail
quickly dissolved into at least 15 lightly traveled nearly invisible and overgrown traces.
Westerly topographic exposures preserve the
trail nicely , as tree cover is restricted and plant
growth only slowly invades and obscures trails.
Creek crossings often proved problematic owing
to downed timber, washouts , and prolific growth
of early spring algae and slippery biofilm colonies well-established on rocky reaches of the
sun-baked stream courses of westward trending
drainages .
The drive to SEKI from the Bay Area was
painless. John and Anne acquired the key from
Ben Tobin at Ash Mountain . The only delay en
route was brief but amusing . About 50 tourist
veh icles blocked all shoulders and lanes of the
General's Highway near Giant Forest while ph a-
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lanxes of drivers pursued photos of a rather
emaciated black bear. Snow cover was patchy;
ground and trails were almost all clear of snow
and ice. The first logistical glitch was partly of
our own making. The padlock at Dorst's entrance gate did not match the key that our NPS
aides de camp had provided . The Dorst Campground gate is Y:z to %- mile from the campground and Muir Grove trailhead, so we were
not looking forward to the added hike . We relocated our camp to the nearby Stony Creek
Campground , and while Tinsley procured and
split firewood , Anne left a note at the Dorst
gate for Mathey's minivan, which was carrying
Tom , and Mark and Michael. They arrived at
about dusk, having found Anne's note, after a
leisurely tour of upper Redwood Canyon and
after Anne and John enjoyed a fine program on
owls and raptors of the area provided by the
Forest Service (I apologize for not naming the
USFS naturalist who did the fine presentation) .
The new arrivals also brought welcome news
that the Dorst gate was not really locked, but
that the chain could simply be unhooked from
itself. Duuuhhhh! No matter, we camped at
S tony Creek Friday night, then after a fine
breakfast, packed up and hit the trail from Dorst
at about 1030 AM Saturday.
The Trail to Hidden Spring: The trail was a
picnic to Muir Grove, a short 1.7 miles from the
cars. Small remnant snow patches disappeared
right after the camp. Muir Grove is a marvelous
Sequoia grove , with many fine specimens doing
their majestic thing. A granite knoll about Y2
mi Ie before the grove provided a great viewpoint where the flat topped ancient giants towered over the valley before us . From there,
however , the trail is intermittently preserved.
Although rumored (and mapped) to switchback
down through Muir Grove , there is enough treefall and understory now present that the trail is
difficult to follow. We soldiered down-slope
and overran the real trail. We finally spotted it
above us on the hill slope across a creek after
about 14 mile of brush-busting within the lower
reaches of Muir Grove. Our cave-crawl-like
forward progress on this 14 -mile segment
prompted John's comment that "At this rate,
Hidden Spring will remain Hidden". We had
been following various game trails for continuity and not finding much . GPS was helpful, although on Saturday the only satellites ringed the
horizon - not a useful geometry in canyon
country dominated by large reddish vegetables .
After we regained the trail, we encountered only
downed trees and a few sporting stream cross ings , until we approached Skagway Grove . The
trail here descends steeply offering but poorlypre s erved altern a tives . The challenge was to

reach the southeast margin of the valley at the
correct elevation to pick up the continuation of
the main trail. Aided by skilled map reading ,
intermittent GPS and the altimeter with but one
false start, we succeeded . Dogged by downed
trees and a couple of creek crossings that were
problematic, we attained the last prominent saddle whence one turns mostly south and descends
the last % mile on a fairly straight vector to
Hidden Spring. Shadows were lengthening, fatigue was building, but spirits were still equable .
The Last Leg: The trail proved elusive at several points, but with GPS, we proceeded to the
spring as shown on the topographic map. Of
course, there was no spring there, which was not
surprising. We found remnants of the abandoned
road that approaches from south of Cherry Flat,
so we knew we had to be close. John led the
group on a modest brush-busting probe through
dense undergrowth further to the southeast, and
at 730 PM located the sound of and then an actual flowing stream that appeared from beneath
a decaying fallen cedar log. The discharge
gained volume through a downstream distance
of about 20 m . We took this to be the fabled
Hidden Spring, as its position matched the old
maps relative to the old cabin site and the remnants of road, and the spring was quite hidden
air well, 'thus living up to its name.
It took about 20 minutes to procure samples,
with Anne reading USGS Chemist Bill Evan's
directions and John doing the sampling with 50cc syringe, filters, and assorted bottles and
evacuated containers provided by Evans . Dan
Doctor would have been proud. Temperature,
pH, and electrical conductivity readings were
obtained. While John and Anne took the samples, the others pumped filtered water to refill
all canteens and also filled Mark's 2-gallon water bladder so we would have a stash of water
for camp use . [Tom drew the short straw and
would dutifully pack the bulging water bladder
to camp.] Once the equipment and samples were
packed up, we pushed uphill through the overgrown meadow and its profuse understory of
willows and maples to the west and north, passing the old cabin, now completely collapsed except for its roof joists that still poke up above
grade. The cabin appears to be no longer serviceable . At a nearly flat shoulder offering reasonably open ground, we quickly made camp as
dusk fell. Chef Mark's MSR Whisperlite stove
quickly boiled copious quantities of water for
supper and clean-up. While most of the group
ate freeze-dried concoctions, Mark actually
cooked real food for himself and Tom . Bugs
were merciful. Michael tented and everyone else
spread ground cloths and sleeping bags. The
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night passed quietly, with the loudest noises
being made by folks staggering around in the
brush seeking and operating flushing bushes .
About 3 AM there was one loud brush-thrash
west of us, but nothing malevolent approached ,
although several of our lights probed the area .
Our two bear canisters laden with food and garbage went unmolested.
The Return Hike: On Sunday morning, compared to the prior evening, everyone was refreshed and rested; Breakfast was mainly oatmeal and similar products, except for the contingent of wilderness chefs. Anne's hardboiled
eggs were a hit with some. Camp was quickly
struck by about 9 AM. Picking a northeasterly
vector through the understory, we cut the old
road and quickly found the trail. The trail was
much easier to follow uphill, and besides, we'd
had a long day of practice learning what 30-year
-old trail treads look like. We quickly regained
the saddle with but two brief sidetracks. Having
5 pairs of newly trained eyes helped us to eliminate most trail-imposters quickly. We saw nary
a sign of any karst features in the landscape .
From the saddle, we retraced our route to
the stream crossing near the base of the Skagway Grove ascent. There we replenished our water and ate an early lunch. After crossing the
creek, we ground out the Skagway ascent, aptly
named, as the route goes straight up gaining 600
feet of elevation. We cut the main trail at the

HIDDEN SPRINGS
Seq uoia Nat iona l Park
CRF Water Samp ling Trip

05/ 3 1/08 . 06/01 /08
R.0 Tr;)iI:

hike in

top of the ascent and turned to the north to return to Muir Grove. The trail persisted without
serious uncertainty straight to lower Muir
Grove , whence we crossed a flowing creek that
we'd overlooked the day before, because it was
hidden by brush and some fallen giant red vegetables . Then we meandered upward through
Muir Grove, dodging brush patches by using
segments of trail that repeatedly appeared and
dissolved in the manner of the Cheshire cat in
Leo Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. We attained
the final saddle, a very easy target , and recov ered the well-manicured trail that led back to
Dorst Campground.
After being accosted by an aggressive panhandling deer (the deer finally moved away, unfed), we regained the vehicles, prepared hot
chocolate and tea for those interested, changed
clothes, packed the vehicles , and split for a post
-trip banquet at DiCicco's Family Italian Restaurant in the wilds of Fresno, CA . The food
was mighty tasty. After supper, we pounded
pavement back to the Bay Area, arriving s a fely
between 10 and 11 PM . A good time was had by
all.
In retrospect, it was a fine exercise in trailfinding, and we passed the tests without too
much floundering . The 24K topographic maps
were quite useful, as was the GPS and the altimeter in locating the principal points and elevations where the mainly horizontal portions of
the trail persist. The hike to Hidden Spring is
recommended as a
late spring trip for
adventurous and able
-bodied hikers who
wish to hone navigational skills under
slightly trying conditions. Springtime
is best, because most
tributaries are flowing, hence there is
lots of available water. Dry season hikers should carry
plenty of water. Michael Cooper's GIS
compilation showing
the relative position
of the mapped old
trail, our GPS track,
and the topographic
profile of the route
draped onto a
Google Earth model,
is included for your
ed ifica t ion .
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Mapping Labyrinth Cave, Lava Beds National Monument, CA
By: Bruce Rogers
One of the larger caves in the Monument,
Labyrinth Cave has a history as convoluted as
its twisting, intersecting passages . Passing
through the center of Cave Loop, it has formed
in the Pleistocene Basalt of Mammoth Crater, a
unit about 36,000 years old . According to Drs.
Julie Donnelly-No Ian and Duane Champion of
the USGS, it appears that this flow was erupted
from Mammoth Crater over a period of perhaps
200 to 400 years. The collection of tubes containing Labyrinth Cave is now known as the
Headquarters System . On January 10, 1918
Judson D. Howard explored "The Labyrinth" (System) and estimated it was over 9,000
feet long. He a Iso apparently was the first person to use the term "system" for these related
lava tube caves during this trip.
By 1928 the name Labyrinth System was being applied to all the caves along Cave Loop .
This was initially applied to the collection of
many caves and intervening breakdown trenches
totaling about 42,482 m (139,340 feet) or about
26.4 miles . In August of 1963, Stewart Peck
(working as a summer National Park Service
[NPS] cmployee) mapped parts .of this collection
of tubes and tallied up just over 3926 m of passage (12,845 ft.), but added that he included
abo u t 3 9 9 . 5 m (I 3 10ft.) 0 f coil a p set r e n c h . B Y
1989 the name was applied by myself to the related caves in the Labyrinth Distributary (or
flow lobe) of Cave Loop with a collective passage length of about 4776 . 5 m (15,667 ft.) of
actual cave passage .
In 1991 , Charlie Larson of the Oregon
Grotto, National Speleological Society (NSS),
published a figure of about 1158 . 5 m (3 , 800 ft.)
for the length of Labyrinth Cave within the
Labyrinth Distributary, but did not include any
overall distance of the Headquarters System.
Charlie later revised his figures in the 1993
Pendleton NSS Convention Guidebook to state
that Labyrinth Cave was , according to an unnamed 1979 source, 3,900 feet long and was
part of the Labyrinth System that totaled 12,845
feet of passage (Stewart Peck's original length).
The Labyrinth Distributary or branch of the
Headquarters System includes the several small
caves of th e Gard e n Bridges; Blue Grotto Cave ,
The Blue Grotto, Balcony Chamber Cave, South
Labyrinth Cave , Hopkins Chocolate Cave ,
Golden Dome Cave (these two caves were connected by myself in 1992); Mitertyte Hall
(Cave), Midden Cave , and some minor connecting passages . Down slope is the trio of Thunderbolt Cave , Lava Brook Cave , and Mushpot

Cave , the last two connected by myself and
Scott Fee, assisted by others in the San Francisco Bay Chapter [SFBC], NSS, in 1980.
To better understand the size and evolution
of this lengthy cave system, it was decided by
the NPS and Cave Research Foundation (CRF)
to remap and connect these caves at the end of
2006. Work is currently (May, 2008) underway
to connect these various segments of the Labyrinth System and make a complete map of this
large system.
The first survey of South Labyrinth Cave
was done between February and May of 1920 .
J.D. Howard, the "Father of Lava Beds", surveyed much of Labyrinth Cave with G . F. Cone
(pronounced Co-Nay) in February and March of
1920. This was not a real success as noted by
Howard in his diary:
" ... Cone has trouble with his notes time
and again and we have to do this work over and
over again. He is the bunk . All his notes from
the Wine Cask, especially, point in the same
direction, and in many other places they are as
bad or worse. The lower junction in the Labyrinth he got a thousand feet from where it
should have been."
Howard drafted a map of the cave with a
note that it was surveyed on April 6-7-8,1920.
He returned on May 14, 1920, to redo part of
the survey and had little trouble surveying by
himself:
"I have done the mapping over again all by
my lonesome, and had no trouble at all. There
is no local (magnetic) attraction and the lines
run correct, outside and inside, from opening to
opening . "
In August of 1963 Stewart Peck mapped
most of the major Cave Loop caves. Stewart,
employed for the summer by the NPS as a possible permanent scientist working for the Park
Service, enlisted the help of several other Rangers and made a good map of the Labyrinth system. These maps, while adequate for exploring
the complicated caves, lacked the details we
have come to expect on modern cave maps.
In 1974 the Park Service asked the U . s.
Geological Survey's Menlo Park, CA, campus to
assign a geologist to the Monument to survey
the caves and write up some sort of geologic
history of the caves. The USGS assigned Dr.
Aaron Waters to the task (Aaron was 75 at the
time). A world-renown vulcanologist, Aaron
spent the next 3 years precision mapping most
of the caves with a series of graduate students
using plane table and alidade for most of the
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work, but also using a tripod-mounted Brunton
Pocket Transit for smaller passages . Although
Aaron and his crews visited many of the Monument's caves, some passages were omitted from
the maps at the request of the NPS . This was
done because the NPS feared some less skilled
visitors might become lost or injured while traversing these more obscure or challenging parts
of the caves . In 1976, Aaron submitted a hefty
report of over 400 pages of text to the Park Service along with many cave maps .
Due to factors beyond Aaron ' s control, this
we ighty report lay idle at the USGS for some
time until Dr. Julie Donnelly-Nolan became
aware of its existence while mapping the Monument and the entire volcano and urged its publication. These maps were eventually revised and
somewhat expanded upon by me and others in
the California caving community, largely from
the Golden Gate Grotto and SFBC of the NSS in
1984-89 . Julie and I rewrote parts of the accomp a nying text just prior to the 1990 Yreka,
CA , NSS Convention . Thi s w ork was published
in mid-June of 1990 as USGS Bulletin 1673 ,
" Selected caves and lava tube systems in and
near Lava Beds National Monument, California." Some authors have subsequently criticized the bulletin as falling far short as a "be
all , do all" guide to the formation of lava tube
caves, but the bulletin was never intended as
such. Rather it was intended as essentiaHy a
" tour guide" to the major caves in Lava Beds.
In that respect, and from user feed back, it appears to ha v e been a tremendous success. The

bulletin is now (s ummer 200 8) ne a rly out of
print , never to be reprinted because of the high
cost of color photo s and six large map plates.
Prior to 1989 , Charlie a nd 10 Larson , along
with others of the Oregon Grotto , NSS,
(including expert cave mappers Libby and Jim
Nieland) utilized the Peck maps along with additional survey to draft maps of many of the
Cave Loop caves, including South Labyrinth
Cave . These maps were used in Charlie and Jo
Larson's little pamphlet on Lava Beds caves .
Unfortunately , these maps, too, lacked sufficient detail to be utilized by the NPS for management purpose s. Worse, they also lacked a
professional courtesy acknowledgement of
Aaron's pioneering work .
In 1989, CRF signed an MOU with Lava
Beds National Monument to start a comprehensive, lengthy series of projects in the Monument. Primary among them has been a mapping
component. Mike Sims (Willamette Grotto ,
NSS) and I oversaw this component until 2003
when Iris Heusler, a ss isted b y Janet Sowers ,
took over as PI in 2003 . Heulser , at her request, transferred this duty of CRF Lava Beds
Chief Cartographer to Rich Steiger of CRF and
SFBC in October, 2006. In August of 2006,
Shane Fryer, the NPS liaison, asked that CRF
make a major thrust a nd start re-surveying the
several dozen caves on Cave Loop. This area
contains the most visited concentration of caves
in the Monument and the Labyrinth Distributary
caves are included in this area . This effort
started with South Labyrinth Cave, one of the
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longest caves in Cave Loop. The Lava Beds
CRF crew under the coordination of Rich
S te iger, Bruc e Ro gers, and Shane Fryer fie Ided
17 mapping parties starting on Labor Day weekend 2006 and continuing until May of 2008 .
The 2006 year ended with a partial resurvey
of South Labyrinth Cave . Thirty-three mappers
from California , Oregon , and Washington set
200 stations for a total of 6 , 435 . 3 ft of cave survey. While much more remained to be finished
up , this was a major effort that resulted in not
only redefining the known passage , but also discovering several hundred feet of poorly known

or entirely new passage . The new passage was a
surprise since this section of cave had been
traveled over by at least hundreds if not thousands of Monument visitors and cavers .
The immediate future will include completion of South Labyrinth Cave and its obscure
connecting passages, and the eventual integration into the Thunderbolt-Lava Brook-Mushpot
segment and also such segments of the Garden
Bridges caves as is possible into the Labyrinth
Cave Distributary of the Headquarters System.
We may yet reach the elusive 15,667-foot
length.

IREGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
CRF Lava Beds Expeditions, April 19 and May 10-11, 2008
By: Bill Deveeaux, Lava Beds On-site Manager
(with ghostwriter Bruce Rogers, Lava Beds Ops Co-Manager)
April 19,2008: Over the weekend, Bill
Devereaux and Liz Wolff spent a productive
weekend at Lava Beds . While managing to avoid
actually surveying the entire extent of a terribly
tight, loose connection, they did manage to survey the initial 23 m of cave passage in 7 hours.
They also managed to scout all but the tightest
1.5 m of the balance of the breakdown passage
for the best way to bend one's body over sharp
rocks and through impossibly small apertures.
May 10-11 , 2008: Bill returned to Lava Beds
from the wilds of Crater Lake National Park
where he works part time and joined Ed Bobrow. Ed is a returning Lava Beds caver , rejoining u s in the CRF effort after IS years .
Working very long hours, Bill and Ed managed to record II ice levels in the II ice caves
that have been monitored for over 30 years. The
original caves for monitoring were: Captain
Jacks Cave, Frozen River Cave , Merrill Ice
Cave , Skull Cave, Cox Ice Cave , Caldwell Ice
Cave , and Big Painted Cave. Incline Cavern
w a s added several years later as an ooops-afterthought. Big Painted Cave was beginning to
have its ice depo s it decline and it occurred to us
that w e should see what was happening in other
caves in the trench between Bear Paw Cave and
Skull C ave . Then a s Capta in Jacks and Caldwell
Ice Caves began to go dry , Bill suggested to
Mike Sims that Heppe Cave and Upper Ice Cave
s hould be added as replacements . Crystal Ice
Ca ve wa s added later as Don Denbo and Mike
Sims' comprehensive ice and climate study
closed . We wanted to keep tabs on what was
happening in Cry s tal Ice Cave , especially as it
b e c a me cle a r that the ice w a s beginning to de-

cline at an increasing rate in the upper level
Fantasy Passage area and at the Dolphin and
Glacier Room in the lower level.
Three of the original ice caves that have lost
their ice deposits are periodically checked every
other year to determine if new ice has formed;
so far none has.
The following paragraphs are a summary of
their observations on this very long-term proj ect.

Just inside the crawlway entrance to the Red Ice
Room in Crys tal Ice Cave , the ceiling is covered
with unusual stalactites . Straight to gently
curv ed, nearly foot-long ice stalactites are
made of stacks of hexagonal ice plates about the
size of a us quarter dollar . I c e crystals the
size of a thumb cover the walls and ceiling; ice
draperies and stubby icicles are also present.
The scale stick is a meter long with 10 cm divisions . Photo taken by Bruce Rogers in 1988 .
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Crystal Ice Cave: At the request of the Monument staff, Bill and Ed installed two new measuring stainless steel pins in Crystal Ice Cave at
the entrance to the Red Ice Room, part of the
lowest of four levels in the cave . These pins
were placed so no matter what direction the ice
floor extends, there will be a reference point to
measure its growth from . This is the lowest and
coldest part of the cave. Over the last few
years, the ice water-floored crawlway to the
room proper has frozen, the increased thickness
of the ice floor preventing access to this scenic
and scientifically interesting room . The ice
pond leading to this room, however, has increased in thickness and area extent. The station temperature at this pin and the other pin in
the cave was below 32 degrees F as measured by
a digital thermometer reading to the nearest
0.01 degrees. Four other ice caves had temperatures exactly at 32 degrees F so the lengths of
those trips were shortened to make sure that the
investigator's body heat did not trigger catastrophic ice melting.
Based on what they observed over the several decades of taking ice level measurements,
they speculated that the ice would soon be gone
in the Fantasy Passage located at the highest
levels within Crystal Ice Cave. The ice floor
was formerly about 26 m long and about 8 m
wide, covering approximately 210 sq. meters of
passage. The room used to have hexagonal ice
crystals up to tennis ball diameter on its roof.
As one would make the necessary ice level
measurements and photographs, or while mapping, the warmth of one's body would melt
these crystals loose and soon one would franticly rush to finish the work before becoming
engulfed in a miniature snowstorm. As of their
trip, the ice floor elevation is now 2.607 m below the measuring pin, a new "low." Since
2006, the entire ice floor has dropped over 0.15
m. At present melting rates there will be no ice
at all in this passage to measure. While we regret any loss of ice in the cave, this will simplify our work since one has to drop down all

Map of Cave Loop Caves. This map shows the
general arrangement of lava tubes along the
Cave Loop Road in Lava Beds National Monument, California. Not all caves are shown and
not all the passage is shown because CRF teams
are revising these maps. Mammoth Crater, origin of the 36,000 year-old basalt flows making
up Cave Loop, is about two map lengths to the
south (top) from the upper right corner of this
map. Bruce Rogers (CRF) modified this map
from a compilation by David Hayes (NPS) that
was based on a larger map by Julie DonnellyNolan (USGS) .
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four levels of the lava tube, traverse the length
of the cave, then climb back up to the Fantasy
Room to make the ice measurements. Ed took
many photos of the entire procedure and
downloaded them to Interpretive Ranger Angela
Buckley for Monument records and Interp program use. NPS Interp Ranger Josh Welter accompanied them on this trip as well.
The remaining hexagonal ice crystals at the
bottom of the Entrance Room are the best seen
in many years. These ice crystals were the reason Judson "Judd" D. Howard, pioneer mill carpenter and explorer of the Lava Beds, named the
cave in the 1920's.
Measurements in the G lacier Room also
showed significant melting of this large ice
floor that resembles an ice glacier.

Merrill Ice Cave: In Merrill Ice Cave the remnant ice floor continues to shrink. There is no
ice below the pin, which is now over 4 .3 m
above the former ice floor level. When first
installed nearly 30 years ago , the pin was about
knee level; now we have to attach a measuring
tape to a long pole to measure the pitiful remnant of the ice floor in an alcove adjacent to the
pin . Formerly there was an upstream and downstream "ice river" leading several hundred feet
each into the ice pond from opposite ends of the
lower cave passage. In the last several years,
however, both of these formerly permanent ice
rivers have disappeared, leaving only short, seasonal streams appearing each spring and melting
away by early summer. This year, however, the
seasonal ice river along the floor of the downstream part of the lower passage in the cave has
formed; we expect this will melt away by midsummer as it usually does.
Skull Cave: In Skull Cave the ice floor is
sometimes capped by a pool of near freezing
water with a thin ice layer on its top. This layer
has collapsed and temperatures were measured
just at 32 degrees F . There is dust on the remaining ice floor with some scouring around the
several boulders sitting on the ice.

Incline Cave: At nearby Incline Cave, the ice
floor continues to shrink to two "blanket rolls"
of ice far removed from the measuring pin. Observations last fall showed that most of the
lower passage walls and floor are moist and that
the remaining ice at the lowest part of the cave
was extremely coarsely granular with individual
crystals upwards of 1-2 cm in diameter. There
is also much lava debris - gravel-sized fragments - on the ice . This appears to have been
caused by frost wedging of the cave passage
walls and basalt breakdown by crystallizing ice .
Cox Ice Cave: In Cox Ice Cave the ice floor
has melted down a further 0.12 m. There is dust
over the ice and some wind scour around the
boulders sitting on the ice. No new ice was
seen in the cave.
Captain Jacks Ice Cave: Ice blebs and "war
club" stalactites were seen in the entrance part
of the cave. Several wall areas were also moist
with seasonal seepage . However, there is still
no ice in the lower ice room.
Frozen River Cave: Frozen River Cave, OrIgInally named by J.D. Howard in the 1920's for
the long frozen river of ice, has had no ice for
several years. The lower passage walls, however, have seasonal moisture, but no ice has
formed in years. We suspect the cave's tem-

Profile of Crystal Ice Cave, Lava Beds National
Monument, California. This profile is from the
1990USGS Bulletin 1673 by Aaron Waters, Julie
Donnelly-Nolan, and Bruce Rogers. It is
largely based on the 1986 work of Mike Sims
and CRF crew, but also includes elements of
Aaron Water's 1975 work and Rogers' 1989
notes. Note the Red Ice Room at lower right,
the Glacier at lower left, and Fantasy Room/
Passage at top. The Dolphin is a life-size, dolphin-shaped ice stalagmite. The column-shaped
objects in the entrance room are very large ice
columns that change positions on a decadal time
range.

CRYST AL ICE CAVE

30m

Profile facing east
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perature is just above the ice formation value
and thus no ice has formed.
Big Painted Cave: On the positive side, the ice
poncJ in Big Painted Cave has enlarged. New
ice has covered the floor and extended the ice
pond further across the terminal room.
Upper Ice Cave: In Upper Ice Cave, the highest ice cave in the Monument, the ice floor has
grown and a smaller ice pond has returned at the
opposite side of the passage .
Heppe Caves: The Heppe caves group also has
shown increased growth. Several years ago the
ice pond in Heppe Cave disappeared (the cave's
ice / melt water pond had also dried up in the
1880's(?) and driven the Heppe family of sheep
herders from the site). This was of special concern since the nearly 12 meter-diameter melt
water pool overlying the ice was a major water

source for Monument wildlife. Last winter,
however, the ice pond returned and this year
expanded to cover not only its former basin, but
also cover with ice the adjacent slope with the
last two of five switchbacks of the 1930's Civilian Conservation Corps-built trail down into the
cave.
In adjacent Heppe Bridge a new ice pond has
formed on the breakdown floor of this short
natural bridge in the approximately 13 meter
wide and 25 meter-long passage.
Caldwell Ice Cave: Caldwell Ice Cave has new
ice on its lowest passage and large rooms for
the first time in many years.

All in all, these were short, but productive
expeditions that have set the stage for further
work over the upcoming Memorial Day Expedition.

Left : Mike Sims takes notes on the alteration of The Dolphin (directly in front of him), a meter and
a half high ice stalagmite in the Middle Earth Passage of Crystal lee Cave. Bruce Rogers 1988 photograph .
Middle : The reference point for measuring ice floor elevation in the Fantasy Passage of Crystal lee
Cave is a stainless steel pin driven in the wall under a low overhang. In 1988 when this photo was
taken of the pin at center, it was covered with a spiky helmet of clear ice crystals averaging about 12 mm in diameter. These ice crystals have stopped forming in the passage over the last several
years.
Right : An outstanding example of a bulbous ice stalactite in the Red lee room of Crystal Ice Cave.
This frozen water droplet stalactite has recrystallized into coarser crystals through out its length .
Note other stubby icicles at upper margin of photograph have also recrystallized. Also note partial,
hexagonal ice crystal plates just up and behind frozen water droplet . Photo taken by Bruce Rogers
in 1988.
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Last out of bed, not surprisingly given the
ordeal of the day before, were Will and Ryan . I
had drafted Keith into going along with them
back to the climb to retrieve gear and survey the
passage below the climb. They got into the
Meyer Entrance around 4:45 PM and made quick
work of it in a six hour trip, surveying 105 feet,

derigging the climb and chimney before the
climb, and performing a little impromptu restoration to clean up mud from a pretty formation
area along the way .
On Monday the weather finally cleared up a
bit for our hike out . As usual, a fine time was
had by all!

Carlsbad Caverns: Memorial Day Expedition, May 22-26, 2008
By: Deborah I Runyon
Like iron shavings succumbing to the pull of
a distant magnet, twenty-two cavers, under the
auspices of The Ca ve Research Foundation,
were drawn to Carlsbad Caverns National Park
as vo lu n t e ers to survey and fin ish re s tora t io n
work during the 2008 Memorial Day Expedition .
Arriving within the timeframe of Thursday afternoon to Saturday morning, scattered individuals and small groups from six states drove,
flew, and motor-homed across the country to
gather and evolve into a whole working unit.
At the meeting presided over by Stan Allison of
the Park Service, the metamorphosis occurred .
Two sur vey teams were formed ; members
converged into groups of four to discuss needed
actions for the two day work period. Survey
Team One with trip leader David Engel, along
with Robert and Lala Darrah, and Alexandra
Dounaerskaia, decided to continue their project
in the Mystery Room . Survey Team Two with
trip leader Kevin Glover, joined by William
Tucker , Jennie McDonough , and Bryant Bullard
c hose to continue their venture into the New
Section to search for the elusive "Remarkable
Crack" and work on survey .
Red Pool restoration was near completion
a fter one year and four previous trips entailing
effort, dedication, and raw energy . Fourteen
determined cavers consisting of Rick and
Brenda Wiedenmann, Bill Weston, Barbe
Barker , Don , Beverly , and Angie Langolff,
Nancy Dufrane, Tammy Tucker, Brenda Haynes,
Ellen Preiss, and Deb Runyon armed themselves
with buckets, pump sprayers, dental picks,
toothbrushes, sponges , and a variety of innovative tools , to face the challenge: " Can we finish
it this trip ?" Co-trip leaders, Jimmie Worrell
and Frank Everitt answered, "YES!"
The Visitor's Center remained torn up,
spread out like Friday's wash caught in a cyclone, and struggling under remodeling throes,
so cavers mixed with visitors to yo-yo up and
down the elevators . Lines formed; people plodded, and good-natured folks took the construction in stride. Word passed along from park
headquarters indicated that renovation should be
completed by the end of the summer.

At the day's end, both survey teams and the
restoration team returned to the main hut to
complete trip reports and feast on soon to be
served spaghetti , salad, garlic bread, and strawberry shortcake. Team One resurveyed in the
Mystery Room along the main flagged trail. Meticulous work connected thirteen stations in a
series of triangle closed loops which added up
to 528.3 feet. Team Two hiked into the New
Section to follow up on side passage leads east
of the White Giant. Much of the team's time
was spent searching for a specific location
called " Remarkable Crack , " but their efforts
were without success . They vowed to return and
try again, tomorrow.
Red Pool Restoration splashed with success
as more and more dips and curves of the natural
cave floor were exposed . Under the tireless administering of resto workers , previously covered
in mud and rock , dirt-choked flowstone mounds
and delicate formations bloomed in open air as
105 feet of restoration gain complimented the
day .
After filling out forms and enjoying dinner,
the bat flight brought visitors and cavers alike
to stand or sit in silence to watch ebony winged
creatures take to the air in search of food cocooned in cool evening breezes. Since both huts
were commandeered for the trip , cavers wandered back and forth to catch up on news, happenings, and important events in friends' lives
since the last trip.
Day two started early as Survey Team One
headed back to the Mystery Room , Survey Team
Two focused on finding the Remarkable Crack,
and the Red Pool Restoration Team grabbed
wagons , water , buckets and gear, straightened
tired shoulders , and marched back into the cave,
filled with determination to finish the project.
At day's end, the teams regrouped, once
again, for trip reports and Mexican Dinner.
Team One's resurvey efforts produced significant progress in the Mystery Room with a total
of 550 . 7 feet. Noteworthy form a tions included
aragonite bushes; large deposits of bat bones
were encountered , and a signature from September of 1940 was discovered . Pictures were taken
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and the location was noted for future reference .
Team Two surveyed side passage and leads
while looking for Remarkable Crack; at the end
of the day while exiting the New Section, the
team located their prize: passage into Remarkable Crack! Carefully noting the entrance, the
jubilant team expected to return at a future date
to begin work . Red Pool Restoration Team
brought near closure to the Red Pool Project
while cleaning over 195 feet of cave . Some
touch up on the sides will be needed in a future
project for trail delineation for maintenance .

After discussion, it was decided that Red Pool
should now be referred to as "The Pool , " since
most of the mud, muck , rocks, and debris have
been removed .
On the last day, participants rose early to
pack up gear, clean cabins, finish last minute
reports, and say good bye to friends. But, as we
all knew , at some future expedition we will
gather again to work, discover, explore , and
find balance in our lives as participants of Cave
Research Foundation volunteers at Carlsbad
Caverns National Park .

Mammoth Cave: New Year's Expedition, December 28,2007 - January 1, 2008
By: Charles Fox, Expedition Leader
Elizabeth Miller, Camp Manager
Thirty-seven individuals participated in the
New Years expedition , including four new JVs.
The weather was a bit colder and much wetter
than the last couple of years, but was very acceptable for early winter. There had been a lot
of rain recently and the base level passages
were flooded , in some cases surprisingly so.
Eliza beth Miller did her first stint as Camp
Manager assisted by my wife, Shirley . They did
a superb job and the expedition would not have
run as smoothly as it did without either of them.
A total of 19 trips were fielded, two to Roppel Cave and the rest inside the park .
On Saturday , Ed Klausner led a six-person
party into Roppel Cave, consisting of Randy
Piggott, Jeff Bartlett , Judy Ormeroid, Aly Bowen , and Joyce Hoffmaster. They headed in to
Black Canyon and split into two survey teams
and surveyed from either end of a loop and met
in the middle.
Mick Sutton led Bob Hoke and Ralph Hartley on a trip into lower Salts Cave . They first
patched in about 400 feet of resketch to complete all sketch-work needed in the route to the
" So Near So Far " trunk section . They next went
a short distance further along Lower Salts Canyon to Chert Ball Dome to complete the resurvey of an intermediate level M survey started
recently by Tom Brucker and Andy Free. Finally , a missing shot of resketch in the overlying T-survey was patched in . This completed the
work needed in this part of the cave.
Andy Free led Matt Mezydlo , Heather Levy ,
and Lyle Hutchens into the Austin Entrance to
Ropes and Pits. They continued the L survey as
well as doing so me cleanup work and lead
checking in the numerous pits and domes in this
area. The resurvey still needs to be tied into
Agony Avenue as well as some other work in
this area , so more trips will be needed here .

Dave West led a party consisting of Sean
Lewis and Bob Thurner into Bedquilt Cave
(through some cosmic accident or misalignment
of the stars, Dave ended up with an all male
party.) They proceeded to the Two-Pit Room
and resurveyed portions of the C and T surveys
and noted some leads along the way.
Dan Greger led Steve Ormeroid, Ann
Kensler, and Rick Toomey to Albert's Domes.
They went down the rope and up a hand line and
began a resurvey . When done , they moved the
fixed rope so that' it's no longer under the waterfall. Much work remains to be done here that
will require good climbers and / or small cavers .
Bob Osburn led a party consisting of Sue
Hagan, Eliot Stahl, and Dave Stahl into Bridge
Avenue in Proctor Cave (Logsden River area) .
In spite of heavy rains preceding the expedition,
things were reasonably passable, although it
was very slick and muddy and the T survey area
(where the party was working) showed unmistakable signs of having been significantly
flooded in the very recent past. Bob noted that
this would be a bad place to be in a rainstorm.
Stan Sides took Gary Berdeaux and Norman
Warnell on a quest for Natural Tunnel Cave.
They found the entrance pretty much filled in
with various debris and spent the day trying to
find a way past the pile . Some good progress
was made with more work needed .
On day two, Rick Toomey led Ed Klausner ,
Joyce Hoffmaster, Matt Mezydlo , Andy Free,
and Lyle Hutchens on a detailed orientation of
the Historic route in Mammoth . They checked a
number of leads as well as identifying bench
marks and key tie stations in the area .
Bob Osburn led Ann Kensler and Dave Stahl
into Cleveland Avenue . They took photos to
convert into spherical photos for placement on
maps. The procedure involves taking 24 photos;
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8 in three planes, one plane horizontal, one up
45 and one down 45 then a one vertical shot up
and one down. Software then does its magic and
lets you pretend to stand in the passage, turn
around look up, etc . This trip was to acquire a
set of in-cave images to experiment upon.
Dave West and a team consisting of Elliot
Stahl, Randy Piggot, and Sean Lewis went into
Cox Avenue in Great Onyx Cave to check various leads . Beginning with the "lead" at G 126,
they took two shots, one to tie in, and the other
an 8 footer to the end of the "lead." This was
indicative of most of the " leads" they would do
this day, but they were resolved to put at least a
shot into everything with a question mark to ensure they would go away . After a number of
these, they came to the only valid lead of the
day, the high lead at GIIO . They assembled
three sections of the sectional ladder and ran a
U survey up into the dome. The ceiling channel
quickly became too tight to follow, as did another level that also became too tight to continue, at least without breaking a bunch of
helictite columns .
Dan Greger led a team of Steve Ormeroid,
Heather Levy, and Eli Winkler into the Austin
Entrance with a plan of checking some interesting leads near the junction of the Storm Sewer
and the Sanford Shortcut in Crystal Cave. Unfortunately, the water was unexpectedly high
and Eyeless Fish Trail was flooded nearly to the
ceiling, and they were forced to abort the trip.
Mick Sutton took Jeff Bartlett and Bryan
Signorelli into Salts Cave to continue the
resketching of the A, which is a major route extending from Weller Avenue Junction (Forts
Folly) to Quarter Mile Crouchway . They completed the resketch from A41 to Indian Avenue
Junction at A 71 (incorporating three shots A48A51 which were sketched on the last trip, November 22,2007, as FSB 4153) and also
resketched two short upper level cutarounds.
Judy Ormeroid led Bob Hoke and Ralph
Hartley into Cox Avenue in Great Onyx. Dave
West dropped the party near their objective and
they began an X survey at G 137 and W 13. Various holes in the floor were explored but did not
go. The passage opened up at XI4 with lots of
air moving on into the cave . Many leads were
checked that did not go, but the cave continues
past B63 and needs to be surveyed.
On day three, Ed Klausner led a party consisting of Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann
Kensler, and Heather Levy into the New Discovery Section of Mammoth. They tied in the remaining hanging surveys and fixed two blunders.
Dan Greger took Joyce Hoffmaster, Rick
Toomey, and Jeff Bartlett as well as the sectional ladder into Proctor Cave via the Doyle

Valley entrance . The objective was to survey an
upper level passage that had been entered once
(it's an ugly free climb) . The passage reportedly
went a couple hundred feet and ended at a flowstone plug. However, they found that a sand
blockage under the plug had washed out since
the previous visit and the passage continues .
Daniel explored ahead for over 100 ft and reported mostly belly crawl with several ear dips,
then the passage makes a right angle turn to the
left and continues as a belly crawl with 6 in of
water. No end to the passage was reached.
M ick Sutton led Sue Hagan, Aly Bowen,
Bryan Signorelli, and Mandy Bowen into Roppel
Cave via the Daleo Entrance. They pushed some
tight passages and found a nice dome and some
untraversable cutarounds.
Dave West, accompanied by Eli Winkler and
Brett Campbell, went into Bedquilt Cave . They
surveyed a loop that started at Q64 and rejoined
at Q68, taking only five shots. It was a bit
crawly though . They next headed to an old M
survey that went from the BedquiJt Route to
Hunt Trail and did some miscellaneous survey.
On the way out, they took a slight diversion to
Prybar Junction and looked at the pit around
which you traverse en route to Prybar, and
found it hard to understand why there is no apparent survey down it. Something else for a future trip.
Andy Free took Mike Crockett, Lyle Hutchins, and Dave Matteson into Unknown Cave.
They had somewhat vague directions to some
objectives around Ingalls Way and Grim Trail.
It took long enough to locate the objectives that
there was not time for survey . However, four
people now know the route , thus setting up future trips.
Bob Hoke led Karen Willmes and Ralph
Hartley into Great Onyx to Cox Avenue to continue the X survey from the previous day's trip .
Station B63 was at the end of that survey, but
the previous B survey had passed through a
breakdown room without surveying it. A perimeter survey was done and Karen Willmes
found a high lead that connected back to station
X 12 from the previous day's survey. They ended
the survey at a dome pit about 12 feet deep and
12 feet across that they could not enter due to
lack of vertical gear . There appear to be possible leads both high and low on the left
(southwest) side. There is another dubious looking lead directly across the pit from the passage
they were in. They left a well marked X25 station on a breakdown block near the pit.
In summary, we had a good group at the expedition . Everyone pitched in and things ran
like clockwork. My special thanks to Elizabeth
Miller and my wife, Shirley, for keeping us well
fed , Ed Klausner for being expedition cartogra-
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pher and otherwise helping out in many ways
and the attendees as a whole for being a great
group. Much was accomplished in spite of the
high water preventing us from pursuing some of
the intended objectives.
Roppel Cave - I) Ed Klausner, Randy Piggott, Jeff Bartlett, Judy Ormeroid, Aly Bowen, Joyce Hoffmaster; 2)
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Aly Bowen, Bryan Signorelli,
Mandy Bowen; Salts Cave - I) Mick Sutton, Bob Hoke,
Ralph Hartley; 2) Mick Sutton, Jeff Bartlett, Bryan Signorelli; Ropes & Pits - Andy Free, Matt Mezydlo,
Heather Levy, Lyle Hutchens; 8edquilt - I) Dave West,
Scan Lewis, Roger McClure, Bob Thurner; 2) Dave West,
Elizabeth Winkler, Brett Campbell; Albert's Dome - Dan

Greger, Steve Ormeroid, Ann Kensler, Rick Toomey;
Doyle Valley - I) Bob Osburn, Sue Hagan, Elliot Stahl,
Dave Stahl; 2) Dan Greger, Joyce Hoffmaster, Rick
Toomey, Jeff Bartlett; Natural Tunnel - Stan Sides, Gary
Berdeaux, Norman Warnell; Mammoth Cave - Rick
Toomey, Ed Klausner, Joyce Hoffmaster, Matt Mezydlo,
Andy Free, Lyle Hutchens; Cleveland Avenue - Bob Osburn, Ann Kensler, Dave Stahl; Great Onyx Cave - I)
Dave West, Elliot Stahl, Randy Piggot, Sean Lewis; 2)
Judy Ormeroid, Bob Hoke, Ralph Hartley; 3) Bob Hoke,
Karen Willmes, Ralph Hartley; Crystal Cave - Dan Greger, Steve Ormeroid, Heatber Levy, Elizabeth Winkler;
New Discovery - Ed Klausner, Steve Ormeroid, Judy Ormeroid, Ann Kensler, Heather Levy; Unknown Cave Andy Free, Mike Crockett, Lyle Hutchins, Dave Matteson

Mammoth Cave: St. Patrick's Day Expedition, March 7-9, 2008
By: Dawn Ryan, Expedition Leader
John Lovaas, Expedition Leader
We had some pretty bad weather coming our
way for the expedition. People were calling and
canceling, understandably, at the last minute.
John still made a nice dinner Friday night. The
snow fell pretty heavily and the park officials
closed a couple of the roads in the park, which
changed some objectives.
On Friday, Matt Vinzant, Brian Williams,
Mark Wenner, and Andy Vinzant entered Roppel
Cave and went to the Logsdon River to possibly
stage some diving gear and determine if the
sump was do-able . They concluded with the bad
weather and rise in water level that they should
postpone the dive and returned to Hamilton Valley.
On Saturday, Charles Fox led Dick Market,
Rick Olson, and Dave Stahl in the Historic Entrance to Cyclops Gateway to replace a missing
survey book. The group had a frustrating time
of it trying to find existing stations as they
came to the conclusion that some stations were
renamed, eliminated and even rearranged. But
by whom and why, nobody could figure out. After straightening out that mess, the group went
to Sparks Avenue to survey a small side passage. Then Rick took the group to Pensacola
Avenue to survey a breakdown crawl that had
been noted with a lot of air. After placing 7 stations, the breakdown became unstable and it was
deemed too dangerous and they exited the cave.
Matt Mezydlo, Dick Maxey, Mark Wenner,
and Dawn Ryan went in through Frozen Niagara
to Fox A venue East to resurvey an area that
needed some clarification. Tom Brucker drew a
little map for us to follow to our objective . We
searched and found one old survey station C 17
and tied into that. We also found other survey
markers, an old "0" marker, from other surveys

but we continued through a large breakdown
which eventually terminated in a choke. This
was not the description that was given to us by
Tom so we headed back towards and below College Heights and found a small tube that fit
Tom's description. We followed the passage and
found the pit we were looking for and climbed
down and began our survey. We tied into an old
station and followed the passage to another pit,
climbed down this steep pit. There were several
leads off this area but decided to go straight and
back up the other side of the pit. This passage
continues long and low and eventually comes to
a choke. We also found a side passage that took
us around to the old "0" survey. We ran out of
time and returned back to Hamilton Valley.
There were two parties going to Cathedral
Domes. Tom Brucker, Matt Vinzant, Andy Vinzant, and Brian Williams were one group. Bill
Baus, Elliot Stahl, and Sean Lewis were the
other group . The objective was to resurvey
Nicholson Avenue from the ends and meet in the
middle . Bill began at the Lantern Hall picking
up a bit of unsurveyed detail. The two teams
met in the middle. A lower passage was located
and surveyed to where it joined Clinton Avenue .
With objectives met, the two groups left via EI
Ghor.
The expedition went well. John and I would
like to thank everyone for all their help and
positive attitudes.
Roppel Cave - Matt Vinzant, Brian Williams, Mark Wenner, Andy Vinzant; Cyclops Gateway - Charles Fox, Dick
Market, Rick Olson, Dave Stahl; Fox Avenue East Dawn Ryan, Matt Mezydlo, Dick Maxey, Mark Wenner;
Cathedral Domes - I) Tom Brucker, Matt Vinzant, Andy
Vinzant, and Brian Williams; 2) Bill Baus, Elliot Stahl,
Sean Lewis
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Mammoth Cave: April Expedition, April 18-21, 2008
By: Joyce Hoffmaster, Expedition Leader
Twenty-two cavers gathered for a lovely
April weekend in central Kentucky. We missed
the dogwoods but the redbuds were in full
bloom . And the ticks were not out yet. The
Green River was running about 18 feet so we
avoided the lower levels of the cave . We had
two guests from Cuba, through Western Kentucky University, Alejandro Romero Emperador
and Javier Mugica Jeronimo. Alejandro is the
vice president of the Sociadad Espeleologica de
Cuba and an authority on pictographs and cave
art in the Caribbean.
There was a 5.4 earthquake centered on the
Indiana-Illinois line near Evansville about 5:30
on April 18, with 4.2 aftershock just before
noon. No one noted any changes in the caves or
other damage locally. It did wake us in Dayton,
Ohio .
A total of seven parties were fielded over
two days. Ed Klausner went with Rick Olson,
Rick Toomey, Kevin Downey, and Alejandro
Romero Emperador into Pensacola to tie in a
hanging survey from FSB 4190, show Alejandro
some of Mammoth Cave, and get some pictures
that Rick Olson needed for a pending talk. John
Delong took Javier Mugica and Jim Siss.on to
Proctor to stage more rope for the multi-drop
lead that Pat has remaining at the end of Frost
Avenue. They got timed out route finding both
in and out of the cave, never made it to Frost,
and left the long rope at the end of the crawl
with the two left there previously. Tom Brucker
took Dick Maxey and Mark Tracy to Ralph's
River Trail in Unknown to clean up leads along
a VF survey. They got timed out so there is
work to finish. Bob Osburn took Cheryl Early
and Ann Kensler to the Snowball Dining Room
to resurvey Dollar Pass in an attempt to fix the
final leg of a bad loop closure using the Park's
new engineering survey as the other two legs.

No one fit through the Mole Hole and there was
no survey pin located to tie to so this problem is
unresolved. There may be magnetic interference
here . Norman Warnell took Daniel Greger and
John Feil to assault Natural Tunnel again and
this time they were successful at entering the
cave and surveying it, which consists of about
200 feet of trunk passage. They also found two
signatures from 1920, a section of improved
trail, numerous bats, and a pit they were unable
to drop. If the Collins family used this cave for
produce storage, it is not likely they entered the
way that this party did. Steve Ormeroid led Judy
Ormeroid, Elizabeth Winkler, and Dan Nolfi to
Charlotte's Dome. They eliminated a number of
exposed climbing leads along the C survey and a
B survey in Briggs. Any additional work in the
C survey will require good climbers. And on
Sunday a single party consisting of Ed Klausner, Daniel Greger, and Jim Sisson went to Calypso and Blacksnake in Historic Mammoth to
fix a number of compass and sketch errors.
There appears to be magnetic interference in the
area of BA4 and BA5 also. They used the new
stairs at Karnak.
I wish to thank Pat Kambesis for her excellent cooking and wonderful help as camp manager and consultant. Bonnie Delong pitched in
and provided her always welcome help around
camp . Our Cuban guests were a pleasure to have
and we hope they enjoyed their stay.
Pensacola Avenue - Ed Klausner, Rick Olson , Rick
Toomey , Kevin Downey, Alejandro Romero Emperador;
Proctor Cave - John Delong, Javier Mugica, Jim Sisson;
Ralph's River Trail - Tom Brucker, Dick Maxcy, Mark
Tracy; Snowball Dining Room - Bob Osburn , Cheryl
Early, Ann Kensler; Natural Tunnel - Daniel Greger,
Norman Warnell, John Feil; Charlotte's Dome - Steve
Ormeroid, Judy Ormcroid, Elizabeth Winkler, Dan Nolfi ;
Mammoth Cave - Ed Klausner, Daniel Greger, Jim
Sisson .
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2008 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
Eastern Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
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